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ABSTRACT

the emotions of the reader or listener, and act as an “emotional prime” [11, 16]. Once an aﬀective state has been
induced, it can also lead to changes in cognition and action,
in agreement with the large body of previous research on
emotions [15].
A speciﬁc type of narrative that is becoming extremely
popular with the Internet age is the visual narrative. With
more than 10,000 new videos posted online every day, social
websites such as YouTube and Facebook are an almost inﬁnite source of visual narrative. People are posting videos
to express their opinion and sentiment about diﬀerent topics, products and events. To better understand how these
online videos are inﬂuencing individuals and eventually the
society at large, it is imperative that we develop automatic
techniques to analyze human reactions to visual narrative.
In this paper, we propose a non-invasive multimodal approach to sense and interpret human reaction while watching online videos. This is a ﬁrst important milestone toward a deeper understanding of visual narrative inﬂuence
on human aﬀective states. Our approach senses changes in
human aﬀect through four diﬀerent modalities: visual facial behaviors, physiological measurements, thermal imaging, and verbal descriptions. The ﬁrst three modalities are
recorded live during the narrative interaction while the verbal descriptions are acquired during a post-study interview.
We evaluate our multimodal approach on a new corpus of
70 narrative interactions. Figure 1 shows the overall ﬂow of
our approach.
The following section summarizes related work in visual,
physiological, and linguistic analysis of human aﬀective state.
Section 3 presents our experimental methodology to create
this new visual narrative corpus. Section 4 presents a detailed description of the multimodal features automatically
extracted. Section 5 presents experimental results comparing the performance of our multimodal predictive models.
Section 6 discusses our results and shows an analysis of the
multimodal features and their eﬀectiveness to predict human aﬀective state. Section 7 presents our conclusions and
future directions.

In this paper, we explore a multimodal approach to sensing
aﬀective state during exposure to visual narratives. Using
four diﬀerent modalities, consisting of visual facial behaviors, thermal imaging, heart rate measurements, and verbal
descriptions, we show that we can eﬀectively predict changes
in human aﬀect. Our experiments show that these modalities complement each other, and illustrate the role played
by each of the four modalities in detecting human aﬀect.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Artiﬁcial Intelligence]: Natural Language Processing—Discourse

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
Multimodal signal processing, Multimodal sensing, Aﬀective
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Narratives are a constant presence in our everyday lives,
and can have signiﬁcant inﬂuence on one’s thoughts and actions. Narratives are often designed to explicitly appeal to
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Positive
I like it when people have fun even during the more "oﬃcial"
moments of their life. This seems like a joyful couple, I hope
they will have many years together. The priest was a bit
disheartened at ﬁrst (or so it seemed), but then he managed
to joke himself about the whole situation. I am sure this made
for an even more memorable event for all those present.
Nice to see people feel happy at an unexpected moment during
their regular daily routine. I felt it was a very creative way of
making people smile. Feels relaxing when you watch happy
stuﬀ.

Negative
This is so distressing! It may have to do with the fact that
I have a small daughter myself, or with the innocence of the
child who suﬀered in this video, but I found it extremely sad.
It is so unfair how we always depend on other people’s decisions - like in this video, one’s rush brought an end to somebody else’s life. It almost makes you think that life before
the technology age was better and safer.
Interesting to get to view natural disasters and its eﬀects on
structures and other things around it. Its sad to think of how
people who live in places which are hit by natural calamities
suﬀer and recover from something like that. The video was
interesting.

Table 1: Sample textual statements made by the participants after watching the videos.
in how many frames is the speaker looking at the camera. The horizontal and vertical angular thresholds
were experimentally set to 10 degrees.

version of the method presented by Poh et al. [30]. We
performed analysis on a sliding window of 30s length (15fps
x 30s = 450 frames) with a 1s (15 frame) time increment.
For each video frame within a particular time window the
face was segmented using the Open Computer Vision library
(OpenCV) face detector [41]. The facial region of interest
(ROI) was determined as the full height and central 60% of
the width of the face box as determined by OpenCV. The
ROI was separated into the three RGB (red, green and blue)
channels and a spatial average of the resulting image components calculated. This was performed for every frame to
yield the raw time varying signals r(t), g(t) and b(t). The
raw traces were detrended using a procedure based on a
smoothness priors approach [38] with a smoothing parameter λ=10. The channels were each normalized by subtracting
their mean and then dividing by their standard deviation.
The normalized signals were decomposed into the three independent source signals using the JADE implementation
of Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [6].
Each of the source signals were band-pass ﬁltered with
normalized low and high 3dB frequency cut-oﬀs of 0.08 and
0.2 respectively. The power spectrum of each of the resulting source signals was then calculated. The source channel containing the BVP was selected as the signal with the
greatest frequency peak within the frequency range of interest: 0.08 to 2. For the ﬁrst window the frequency with
the maximum power within the range was selected as the
heart rate frequency. Artifacts due to motion of the subject, ambient lighting changes or other noise can be problematic. Therefore for the remaining windows historical estimations of the pulse frequency were performed to reject
artifacts by ﬁxing a threshold for maximum change in pulse
rate between successive measurements (taken 1s apart). If
the diﬀerence between the current pulse estimation and the
previously computed value exceeded the threshold (threshold = 10% of previously computed value) the algorithm rejected it. The frequency range was searched again for the
second highest peak, this was repeated until the conditions
were satisﬁed. If no frequency peaks met the criteria the
previous pulse frequency estimation was maintained.
Using the extracted heart rate vectors, we calculate the
following features:

• Eye gaze direction: Given all the frames in a video,
in how many frames is the speaker looking to the left
with an angle higher than N degrees, where N can
be 10, 20, or 30. Variants of these features were also
created for eye gaze to the right, eye gaze up, and eye
gaze down.
All the visual features are normalized by the total number
of frames in the video. Thus, if the person is smiling half the
time, then the smile feature will be equal to 0.5 (or 50%).

4.2

Thermal Analysis of the Face

Another major sensorial input is the skin temperature,
which relies on thermal features drawn from images captured
with the thermal camera.
Using the thermal recordings, we infer several features
that reﬂect the temperature of the face and the overall temperature (including face, neck, and shoulders). Starting with
a map of pixel-level temperature measurements obtained
from each frame in the recording, we collect the following
features:
• Face temperature features: Using the temperature
measured on the face, we calculate: average temperature; overall minimum and overall maximum temperature; average of the minimum and maximum temperature observed in each frame; standard deviation; standard deviation for the minimum and maximum temperature observed in each frame; diﬀerence between
the minimum and the maximum temperature.
• Overall temperature features: We also calculate
the same features listed above, but using the entire
frame as input, which includes the face, neck, and
shoulders of the subject (as well as a static white background, which did not contribute to changes in temperature).

4.3

Heart Rate

• Average, minimum, and maximum heart rate:
We calculate statistics over the entire vector, reﬂecting
the average heart rate, as well as the minimum and the
maximum heart rate.

In addition to the physiological signals captured through
thermal imaging, we also measure the heart rate using the
recording made with the video camera. In order to calculate
the heart rate from the video sequences we used an adapted
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with decision stumps as the classiﬁcation algorithm,2 and
we run ten-fold cross validation experiments, meaning that
we repeatedly train on a subset of the data and test on a
separate subset. Thus, we do not use the entire data set for
training, and the validation is independent.

• Total heart rate changes: Given the heart rate vector for a video, we determine the total absolute changes
in heart rate over time, normalized with the duration
of the video.

4.4

Verbal Descriptions

5.1

After each recording, the participants were asked to make
a verbal statement describing how they felt about the video
they just saw. We use a bag-of-words representation of these
textual statements to derive unigram counts, which are then
used as input features. First, we build a vocabulary consisting of all the words, including stopwords, occurring in the
transcriptions of the training set. We then remove those
words that have a frequency below three (value determined
empirically on a small development set). The remaining
words represent the unigram features, which are then associated with a value corresponding to the frequency of the
unigram inside each transcription. These simple weighted
unigram features have been successfully used in the past to
build sentiment classiﬁers on text [27, 19]. The remaining
words represent the unigram features, which are then associated with a value corresponding to the frequency of the
unigram inside each line.
We also derive and use coarse textual features, by using mappings between words and semantic classes. Speciﬁcally, we use the OpinionFinder lexicon [44] to derive coarse
textual features. The OpinionFinder lexicon was compiled
from manually developed resources augmented with entries
learned from corpora. It contains 6,856 unique entries, which
are labeled as strong or weak clues of subjectivity, and also
annotated for their polarity. In our classiﬁcation, we use
the positive and negative classes, and disregard the strength
annotations. We thus derive two main types of linguistic
features:

We ﬁrst build classiﬁers that attempt to determine if a
person is in a positively or negatively valenced aﬀective
state, regardless of the valence of the aﬀect she experiences.
Since no linguistic descriptions have been collected from the
participants during the neutral state, these classiﬁers are
build using the non-verbal features, namely the facial expression features, thermal features, and heart rate. For these
classiﬁers, we use all 70 videos that we collected, which include 56 videos recorded when the subjects were exposed to
positive or negative stimuli, and 14 videos recorded when
the subjects were in a neutral state.
Table 2 shows the results obtained with individual classiﬁers based on one modality at a time, and a combined
classiﬁer that makes use of all the non-verbal modalities.
The ﬁgures in the table represent the percentage of times the
classiﬁers have correctly identiﬁed the correct state (i.e., the
percentage of times the classiﬁers have correctly labeled the
state as either aﬀective or neutral). The baseline for these
classiﬁers is 80%, which corresponds to selecting by default
an aﬀective state (the majority class in this dataset).
Modality
Baseline
Facial expressions
Thermal features
Heart rate features
All modalities

• Unigrams: For each of the unigrams selected as part
of the vocabulary, we create a vector of features reﬂecting the frequency of the unigram.

Accuracy
80.00%
81.42%
90.00%
88.57%
92.85%

Table 2: Automatic classiﬁcation performances to
diﬀerentiate between an aﬀective and a neutral state
for three diﬀerent non-verbal models: facial expressions, thermal features, and heart rate features. The
integration of the three models provides the best results.

• Aﬀective lexicon classes: For each of the positive
and negative aﬀective classes obtained from the OpinionFinder lexicon, we infer a feature indicating the
number of words in the verbal description belonging
to that class.

5.

Affective State versus Neutral State

5.2

PREDICTION OF AFFECTIVE RESPONSE

Our goal is to explore the changes in human aﬀect during
exposure to visual narratives. We formulate the task as a
prediction problem, and use the features obtained from the
four modalities described above in order to infer changes in
aﬀect and to classify them as either positive, negative, or
neutral.
We run three main experiments. First, we run an experiment where we try to predict whether a person is being
exposed to a stimulus that induces an aﬀective state (either positive or negative), or is in a neutral state. Second,
we also experiment with a three-way classiﬁcation, where
we diﬀerentiate in a single classiﬁer between positive aﬀect,
negative aﬀect, and a neutral state. Finally, we also run an
experiment where we try to predict the valence of the aﬀective state experienced by a person, and classify it as either
positive or negative.
In all the experiments, we use the Ada Boost classiﬁer

Three-way Classification: Positive, Negative, or Neutral

The second set of classiﬁers is concerned with the identiﬁcation of the presence of aﬀect, as well as the valence of
the aﬀect (positive or negative). As in the previous set of
experiments, since no linguistic descriptions are available for
the neutral state, we only use the features obtained from the
non-verbal sensing.
Table 3 shows the results obtained by this three-way classiﬁcation, using one non-verbal modality at a time, and all
three modalities combined. Note that these classiﬁers use all
70 videos, and have a baseline of 40%, which corresponds to
selecting by default a positive (or negative) aﬀective state.

5.3

Positive State versus Negative State

Finally, we also build classiﬁers that try to determine the
valence of the aﬀect experienced by a person, by diﬀerentiating between a positive aﬀect and a negative aﬀect. Here,
2
We use the implementation available in the Weka package
www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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several other physiological features that reﬂect the minimum
temperature, the standard deviation for the minimum and
the maximum temperature, the maximum heart beat, and
others. Among the visual features, the gaze to the right and
gaze to the top appear to be the features that matter most
for this classiﬁcation.
For the distinction between positive and negative aﬀect,
the only signiﬁcant features identiﬁed by the classiﬁer are
two smile features (number of smiles with intensity of 50
and 75 respectively), followed by the gaze to the right and
gaze to the top features. None of the physiological features
appear to be strong indicators of the valence of the aﬀective
state.

7.

[4]

[5]

[6]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

[7]

In this paper, we explored a non-invasive multimodal approach to sense changes in human aﬀect when exposed to
emotionally loaded videos. We experimented with four different modalities: visual facial behaviors, physiological measurements - including thermal imaging and heart rate measurements, and verbal descriptions. The ﬁrst three modalities are non-verbal and are recorded during the narrative
interaction, while the fourth modality is acquired in a poststudy interview. Our experiments show that these modalities complement each other in detecting human aﬀect. Specifically, our initial ﬁndings seem to suggest that physiological
measures are most eﬀective in identifying the presence of an
aﬀective state (as compared to a neutral state), whereas facial behaviors and verbal descriptions are most eﬀective at
diﬀerentiating between positive and negative states.
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst attempt to integrate
these four modalities (visual, thermal, heart rate, and linguistic) to predict human aﬀective response to visual narratives. In future work, we plan to perform a more ﬁne-grained
temporal analysis of the multimodal features as they align
with the content of the visual stimuli, to reach a better understanding of when and why do changes in aﬀect take place,
and how they can be eﬀectively sensed and predicted.
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